Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), contacted by electrodeposited Pd 0.59 Ni 0.41 alloys, are characterised using electrical measurements and Raman spectroscopy. The high workfunctions of Nickel and Palladium form an ohmic contact with the CNT valence band, but the contact properties change on Hydrogen exposure due to a reduction in the PdNi workfunction and the realignment of the PdNi Fermi level with the CNT band structure. A PdNi contacted semiconducting CNT exhibited significantly lower currents after Hydrogen exposure while a metallic CNT exhibited a small current increase. The semiconducting and metallic natures of the CNTs are confirmed by their Raman spectra. This study demonstrates a technique for modulating the PdNi-CNT contact and differentiating between semiconducting and metallic CNTs via contact modulation. It also provides experimental evidence of the theoretical allocation of features in the CNT Raman spectra.
Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), along with other carbon allotropes such as Graphene and Fullerenes, have sparked great interest in a multitude of research fields owing to their low dimensionality [1] and excellent electrical, mechanical, and thermal properties as well as high surface area to volume ratio [2] . The occurrence of metallic and semiconducting CNTs and demonstration of ballistic electron transport [3] have led to intense research into their use to further miniaturise electronic transistors, leading to all-Carbon circuits [4] . The ballistic electron transport also makes them an attractive material for spintronic devices [5] , where electron spin is conserved by the absence of collision events. The high electronic conductivity and almost complete optical transparency of Graphene have led researchers to investigate its use as a transparent electrode [6] to replace the expensive Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). Innovative uses stemming from filling of hollow CNTs for use as battery anodes [7] and formation of high mechanical strength aerogels from Graphene [8] reveal the wide variety of applications possible with these versatile forms of Carbon.
Despite this promise, significant problems in production, positioning, and differentiation between metallic and semiconducting CNTs remain before individual CNT-based electronic devices become commercially viable. Studies that investigated the performance of transistors based on individual CNTs have found that the metal-CNT contacts play an important role in the device behaviour [9, 10] . The importance of metal-CNT contacts is further highlighted by Zhang et al. [11] , who demonstrated a doping-free CNT transistor, controlled purely by the appropriate choice of metals to form electrical contacts. This makes the quality and nature of the metal-CNT junctions very important and also opens up potential applications that involve tuning the metal-CNT contacts through external stimuli.
CNTs exist in semiconducting as well as metallic form and it is necessary to distinguish between these two forms when they are used in device fabrication. One method for differentiation is via Raman spectroscopy and by studying the differences in specific features in the spectra. A second method is to use a CNT transistor and study the current variation during a large gate potential sweep (≈ −20 V to 20 V). Previous studies have used Raman [12, 13] and electrical characterisation [3, 14] , but results from using both these techniques on the same devices have not been reported.
Raman spectroscopy was used to independently differentiate between the metallic and semiconducting CNTs. The most important features of the Raman spectrum for CNTs are the Radial breathing mode (RBM), usually observed between 100 and 300 cm −1 and the G-band peaks observed between 1550 and 1590 cm −1 in the spectrum. A single CNT in resonance with the excitation laser produces a single RBM peak and a G-band that usually comprises two distinct peaks. The position of the higher wavenumber G-band peak is diameter independent while that of the RBM and the lower wavenumber G-band peak are diameter dependent, allowing diameter estimation using models described in the literature [13, 15] . In addition, the shape of the G-band peaks can also be used to differentiate between semiconducting and metallic CNTs. G-bands of semiconducting CNTs usually have two Lorentzian peaks at ≈1570 cm −1 and ≈1590 cm −1
while the metallic CNT G-bands have a Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) lineshape at ≈1550 cm −1 and one Lorentzian lineshape at ≈1590 cm −1 [13, 15] . Occasionally, metallic CNT G-bands exhibit a third Lorentzian peak at ≈1580 cm −1 , whose origin is unknown [13] .
This paper describes the electrical characterisation of CNT transistors with electrodeposited PdNi contacts in air and Hydrogen ambients. Exposure to Hydrogen reduces the workfunctions of Pd/PdNi films, which changes the PdNi-CNT contact and allows more detailed differentiation of metallic and semiconducting CNTs. The nature of the CNTs is independently judged by using Raman spectroscopy and electrical characterisation on the same CNTs and the match between the two is examined. This is the first study that compares experimental results from electrical characterisation and Raman spectroscopy using the same CNTs.
Fabrication and Analytical Techniques
The CNTs used in this study were commercially sourced from Cheaptubes Inc., USA. A small amount of the CNT powder (<1 mg) was dispersed in 10 mL 1,2-dichlorobenzene by mixing and sonicating for 45 min. The sonicated solution was allowed to stand but no noticeable sedimentation was observed even over the course of weeks. The sonicated dispersion was filtered through a 2.5 m filter paper to remove larger CNT aggregates and debris before spin coating the dispersion onto the substrate.
The substrate was an n-type ⟨100⟩, 1.39-1.41 Ω⋅cm Silicon wafer. A 20 nm insulating thermal oxide was grown on the Silicon to serve as the gate oxide. A 300 nm layer of Aluminium was evaporated on the back of the wafer and was followed by an anneal at 300 ∘ C to form an ohmic back contact. The CNT dispersion was spin coated onto the wafer using a standard resist spinner and was immediately followed by a layer of photoresist for the photolithography process and also to hold the dispersed CNTs in place. The contact patterns were defined by an EVG620TB mask aligner and the underlying thermal oxide in the windows was etched using buffered 20 : 1 HF. At the end of this step, the CNTs that bridge two contacts had their central section shielded by the photoresist and the CNT ends were exposed. The sample was then immersed in an electrochemical bath containing NiSO 4 and Pd(en)Cl 2 salts and the PdNi contacts were electrodeposited. The photoresist layer acts as an insulating layer to prevent electrodeposition on the CNTs. The PdNi alloy is deposited in the windows and forms end bonded contacts to the CNT, which are superior to the side bonded contacts [9] . Finally, the remnant photoresist is washed away using Acetone and Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) forming a three terminal transistor with the CNT as the channel.
For electrical characterisation, the devices were placed in the vacuum chamber of a Lakeshore EMTTP4 probe station and I-V measurements were performed using an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyser. The measurements in air ambient were performed without modifying the environment of the vacuum chamber in any way. The Hydrogen ambient measurements were performed by pumping down the vacuum chamber to ≈ 1.5 × 10 −2 mbar, introducing pure Nitrogen till a base pressure of 0.3 bar and then a 5% Hydrogen/Nitrogen mixture till a partial pressure of 0.1 bar. This corresponds to a pure Hydrogen partial pressure of 5 mbar.
CNT transistors with electrodeposited contacts have a direct metal-substrate contact and can leak a large current through the substrate instead of the CNT. This leakage can be avoided with appropriate biasing if the metal-substrate junctions are Schottky diodes with low reverse bias currents. The electrodeposited PdNi-Si Schottky contacts were found to have very low reverse bias currents of a few nanoamperes and are favourable for suppressing the leakage current by maintaining the source and drain contacts at a lower potential than the back gate [16] . However, this also imposes the limitation that the gate voltage always has to remain positive compared to the drain and source to limit the leakage current.
Electrical and Raman Correlation
PdNi contacts were electrodeposited with varying separations to increase the likelihood of contacting the CNTs. Figure 1 shows SEM images of two such devices investigated in this study and Figure 2 shows the corresponding I-V characteristics in air and Hydrogen ambients. For easy reference, the devices shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) will be labelled as CNT 1 and CNT 2, respectively. The arrows marked in Figure 1 show the directions of the Raman scan discussed later in the paper. The currents measured in air for both devices are at least two orders of magnitude higher than typical reverse bias currents of PdNi-Si Schottky barriers and prove that the CNTs are connected to the source and drain contacts and carry most of the measured current.
The currents measured in air for both Devices 1 and 2 are similar to values recorded in previous studies using Pd contacted semiconducting CNTs [3] . While the current measured for CNT 2 (Figure 2(b) ) in air is higher than that of CNT 1 (Figure 1(a) ), it is still lower than those measured for Pd contacted metallic CNTs [17] . CNT 2 has a more ohmic characteristic, which suggests that the connecting Journal of Nanoscience CNT is metallic. On the whole, an electrical characterisation in air without gate voltage variation is not conclusive in differentiating metallic and semiconducting CNTs. The I-V characteristics of the two devices measured in a Hydrogen ambient provide more information about the nature of the CNTs. It is seen that a large percentage reduction is observed in the CNT 1 current on Hydrogen exposure, while that in CNT 2 shows a small percentage increase. These current changes can be explained by examining the effect of Hydrogen exposure on Pd contacted semiconducting and metallic CNTs.
It is well known that exposure of Pd/PdNi films to Hydrogen gas causes catalytic dissociation of Hydrogen molecules on the film surface. The dissociated Hydrogen atoms then diffuse into the PdNi films to form metal Hydrides, which have a lower workfunction compared to pristine PdNi [18, 19] . Figure 3(a) depicts the band diagram of the PdNi-semiconducting CNT contact with typical values of the PdNi workfunction and the CNT electron affinity. The CNTs are depicted as p-type in Figure 3(a) as previous studies describe their inherent p-type nature [14, 20] . In air, PdNi forms an ohmic contact with the CNT valence band that accounts for the nonrectifying characteristics of both devices in Figure 2 . Exposure to Hydrogen changes the band structure to that shown in Figure 3 current will decrease but the device retains its nonrectifying characteristics. On the other hand, if the Fermi level moves beyond the valence band and into the bandgap, a Schottky barrier will be formed between the PdNi and CNT and the device will assume a rectifying character. As metallic CNTs do not have a band gap, the device characteristics of a PdNi-metallic CNT should undergo no significant change on Hydrogen exposure. Figure 2 (a) shows a decrease in CNT 1 current but no transformation to rectifying character. The CNT 2 current in Figure 2 (b) shows a slight increase in current on Hydrogen exposure. From these current changes and effect of Hydrogen on PdNi-CNT contacts described in Figure 3 , it can be concluded that the CNT in CNT 1 is semiconducting while that in CNT 2 is metallic. As CNT 1 remained nonrectifying, it shows that the PdNi Fermi level has not moved into the CNT bandgap. The workfunction change was quantified by in situ measurement of the PdNi-Si Schottky barriers for both Devices 1 and 2 and shows a reduction of ≈150 mV. However, this value should be used with care as it does not account for the effect of Fermi level pinning in the PdNi-Si planar contact [21] .
Raman spectroscopy was used to independently validate the conclusions from the electrical characterisation in air and Hydrogen. Raman spectra were measured at multiple points separated by 0.3 m along the lines crossing the CNTs as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 4(a) shows the G-band spectra for CNT 2 as the beam is swept across the CNT, with the individual spectra staggered along the intensity axis for clarity. This data shows the rise and fall of the intensity of the features as the laser spot is swept across the CNT, proving the presence of only one resonant CNT in the laser spot. Figure 4(b) shows the intensity of the RBM features for Devices 1 and 2 and also the strongest G-band feature of CNT 1, plotted as a function of the location on the scan line and staggered along the intensity axis. The lines in Figure 4 (b) are Gaussian fits to the data and have full width half maximum values between 0.78 and 1.22 m. This corresponds to a spot size consistent with the Raman spectrometer specifications of 1-3 m. The Raman spectra for both Devices 1 and 2 had a single RBM peak with two distinct peaks in the Gband, as expected from a single CNT. The structure of the individual Raman spectra, in conjunction with the Gaussian distribution of intensity in Figure 4(b) , proves the presence of a single resonant CNT in the laser spot for both of the devices.
Differences in the G-band lineshapes were used to classify the CNTs in the devices as semiconducting or metallic. The RBM and G-band of CNT 1 are shown in Figure 5 fitted with Lorentzian or BWF curves. The choice of these curves was primarily driven by their use in previous CNT studies [13, 15] . Gaussian fits to the data were also attempted but the fit quality was lower than or at most equal to that of the Lorentzian/BWF lineshapes. The RBM and G-bands of CNT 1 are shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) , respectively, along with their fitted Lorentzian curves. The RBM peak is observed at 161 cm −1 and the G-band consists of two Lorentzian peaks at 1579 cm −1 and 1595 cm −1 which matches the pattern observed for semiconducting CNTs. The Raman spectra therefore independently validate the conclusion from the I-V characteristics that the CNT in this device is semiconducting. The diameter, calculated from the RBM and the lower frequency G-band peak [13] , was 1.55 nm and 1.73 nm, respectively.
The RBM and G-band of CNT 2 are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. An RBM peak is recorded at 183 cm an asymmetry factor of 0.16 and two Lorentzian peaks at 1581 cm −1 and 1591 cm −1 . The G-band structure observed for this CNT has a good match with G-bands of metallic CNTs observed by Souza et al. [13] and therefore independently validates the conclusion from I-V characteristics that CNT 2 incorporates a metallic CNT. The CNT diameter, as calculated from the RBM and lower frequency G-band peak, is 1.36 nm and 1.43 nm, respectively.
The electrical and Raman spectroscopy results describe a method for differentiating between metallic and semiconducting CNTs by modification of the PdNi-CNT contacts using gaseous Hydrogen. It is observed that on exposure to Hydrogen, a large percentage decrease in current is measured in the device with PdNi-semiconducting CNT contacts. The device with PdNi-metallic CNT contact exhibits a small percentage increase in current and the reason for this increase is being investigated. The Raman spectra of both of these devices confirm the semiconducting and metallic nature of the CNTs and validate the results from the electrical characterisation.
Conclusions
The electrical and Raman spectroscopic characterisation of two transistors with electrodeposited PdNi contacts and CNT channels are presented. The electrical characterisations in air and Hydrogen ambients show that a marked decrease in the current through the CNT is observed in one transistor while a small current increase is observed in the second. Raman spectroscopy of the CNTs in the two transistors showed that these CNTs were semiconducting and metallic in nature, respectively. The resistance change for semiconducting CNT transistors is explained by the increase in the PdNi workfunction due to dissociation of Hydrogen on the film surface and diffusion of the Hydrogen atoms into the bulk of the film. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that experimentally demonstrates the match between electrical and Raman characterisation performed on the same CNT devices. Changing the workfunction of the metal contacts is equivalent to changing the metal itself as it actually changes the electron and hole barriers at the interface as against electrostatic coupling via a gate, which essentially modifies the energy bands in the bulk. Developing methods that revolve around such workfunction changes may create some valuable tools for studying metal-semiconductor interfaces.
